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The Geography of Thought
Introduces the Greek god Hephaestus and explains his importance; features well-known Greek myths
about this god; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a family tree of the principal Greek gods.
Additional features to aid comprehension include a table of contents, informative sidebars, a list of
Greek characters introduced in the text, a list of equivalent Roman gods and goddesses, sources for
further research including websites, an index, and an introduction to the author and illustrator.
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The Lagoon
Introduces the Greek god Poseidon and explains his importance; features well-known Greek myths
about this god; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a family tree of the principal Greek gods.
Additional features to aid comprehension include a table of contents, informative sidebars, a list of
Greek characters introduced in the text, a list of equivalent Roman gods and goddesses, sources for
further research including websites, an index, and an introduction to the author and illustrator.

The Treasures of the Parthenon and Erechtheion
During and after World War I, over one million Ottoman Greeks were expelled from Turkey, a
watershed moment in Greek history that resulted in hundreds of thousands of deaths. And while few
dispute the expulsion’s tragic scope, it remains the subject of fierce controversy, as activists have fought
for international recognition of an atrocity they consider comparable to the Armenian genocide. This
book provides a much-needed analysis of the Greek genocide as cultural trauma. Neither taking the
genocide narrative for granted nor dismissing it outright, Erik Sjöberg instead recounts how it emerged
as a meaningful but contested collective memory with both nationalist and cosmopolitan dimensions.

The Genius of the Ancient Greeks
A guide to the characters and settings of the game "Temple Run" features facts and trivia about ancient
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civilizations, from Cambodia and Turkey to prehistoric England, ancient Egypt and Greece, and Machu
Picchu in Peru.

Greek Fire, Poison Arrows, and Scorpion Bombs
"Battle mysterious monsters, join a quest with a courageous hero, and feast and frolic with the gods [in
this introduction to mythology around the world]"--Page 4 of cover.

Treasury of Greek Mythology
Which innovative ideas and inventions began with the ancient Greeks? Find out how the ancient Greeks
organized their society, trained their soldiers, used their ships for trade and transportation, and built their
temples. Discover how their brilliant developments in architecture, politics, art, medicine, theater, and
sports still influence the way we live today.

Tools and Treasures of Ancient Greece
This volume gives young readers an insider look at the everyday lives of ancient Greeks, providing a
relatable way for them to learn about the history of this ancient culture. All aspects of life are covered,
with the differences in wealth and social classes highlighted and contrasted (usually only children from
wealthy families went to school). Vibrant illustrations and photos of historical artifacts accompany the
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easy-to-read text. Maps, time lines, alphabet samples, and extra features such as a "mystery object" quiz
help involve and entertain the reader as they learn about this important culture.

The Making of the Greek Genocide
When Richard Nisbett showed an animated underwater scene to his American students, they zeroed in
on a big fish swimming among smaller fish. Japanese subjects, on the other hand, made observations
about the background environmentand the different "seeings" are a clue to profound underlying
cognitive differences between Westerners and East Asians. As Professor Nisbett shows in The
Geography of Thought people actually think - and even see - the world differently, because of differing
ecologies, social structures, philosophies, and educational systems that date back to ancient Greece and
China, and that have survived into the modern world. As a result, East Asian thought is "holistic" drawn to the perceptual field as a whole, and to relations among objects and events within that field. By
comparison to Western modes of reasoning, East Asian thought relies far less on categories, or on
formal logic; it is fundamentally dialectic, seeking a "middle way" between opposing thoughts. By
contrast, Westerners focus on salient objects or people, use attributes to assign them to categories, and
apply rules of formal logic to understand their behaviour.

Gods and Heroes of Ancient Greece
Introduces the Greek goddess Aphrodite and explains her importance; features well-known Greek myths
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about this goddess; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a family tree of the principal Greek gods.
Additional features to aid comprehension include a table of contents, informative sidebars, a list of
Greek characters introduced in the text, a list of equivalent Roman gods and goddesses, sources for
further research including websites, an index, and an introduction to the author and illustrator.

Heimdall
School Library Journal Best Books of 2011 Eureka! Silver Honor Books—California Reading
Association Capitol Choices 2012 list of Noteworthy Titles for Children and Teens 2012 Notable
Children's Books—ALSC The new National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology offers timeless
stories of Greek myths in a beautiful new volume. Brought to life with lyrical text by award-winning
author Donna Jo Napoli and stunning artwork by award-winning illustrator Christina Balit, the tales of
gods and goddesses such as Zeus, Aphrodite, Apollo, and Athena and heroes and monsters such as
Helen of Troy, Perseus, and Medusa will fascinate and engage children’s imaginations. National
Geographic completes the book with embellishments of each story: sidebars for each god, goddess, hero,
and monster link the myths to constellations, geography, history, and culture to help young readers
connect the stories to real life events, people, and places. A family tree and a “cast of characters” profile
page help make relationships between the characters clear, and a mapping feature adds to the fun and
fascination. Resource notes and ample back matter directing readers to more information round out this
luminous book. Sure to dazzle all those intrigued with the fantastic tales of Greek mythology and
enchant new readers, this vibrant book will soon become a family keepsake. National Geographic
supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for
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more information.

Percy Jackson's Greek Gods
Classic stories from Greek mythology come to life in this latest single-subject themed book in the Weird
But True spin-off series, Know-It-All. Zeus, Hades, Aphrodite, Hera, Poseidon, Hercules, Achilles,
Ares, Apollo, Athena, Artemis, Dionysus, Prometheus! Dive a little deeper into the incredible stories
from Greek mythology. Weird-but-true facts accompanied by lush original full-color art cover
everything kids need to know about all their favorite Greek gods, heroes, monsters, quests, muses, and
famous philosophers. From who gave mankind fire to famous fatal flaws to who stood guard at the
Underworld, this book includes all the iconic Greek myths and key characters - and then goes one
wonderfully weird step beyond.

The Birth of Classical Europe
"A comprehensive look at WMD's antecedents, from flamethrowers of the Peloponnesian War to plaguebearing booby traps. Rich and entertaining." -Newsweek Featuring a new introduction by the author.
Flamethrowers, poison gases, incendiary bombs, the large-scale spreading of disease are these terrifying
agents and implements of warfare modern inventions? Not by a long shot. Weapons of biological and
chemical warfare have been in use for thousands of years, and Greek Fire, Poison Arrows & Scorpion
Bombs, Adrienne Mayor's fascinating exploration of the origins of biological and unethical warfare
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draws extraordinary connections between the mythical worlds of Hercules and the Trojan War, the
accounts of Herodotus and Thucydides, and modern methods of war and terrorism. Greek Fire, Poison
Arrows & Scorpion Bombs will catapult readers into the dark and fascinating realm of ancient war and
mythic treachery-and their devastating consequences.

Hephaestus
"A publisher in New York asked me to write down what I know about the Greek gods, and I was like,
Can we do this anonymously? Because I don't need the Olympians mad at me again. But if it helps you
to know your Greek gods, and survive an encounter with them if they ever show up in your face, then I
guess writing all this down will be my good deed for the week." So begins Percy Jackson's Greek Gods,
in which the son of Poseidon adds his own magic--and sarcastic asides--to the classics. He explains how
the world was created, then gives readers his personal take on a who's who of ancients, from Apollo to
Zeus. Percy does not hold back. "If you like horror shows, blood baths, lying, stealing, backstabbing,
and cannibalism, then read on, because it definitely was a Golden Age for all that." Dramatic full-color
illustrations throughout by Caldecott Honoree John Rocco make this volume--a must for home, library,
and classroom shelves--as stunning as it is entertaining.

Zeus the Mighty
Introduces the Greek god Zeus and explains his importance; features well-known Greek myths about
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this god; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a family tree of the principal Greek gods. Additional
features to aid comprehension include a table of contents, informative sidebars, a list of Greek characters
introduced in the text, a list of equivalent Roman gods and goddesses, sources for further research
including websites, an index, and an introduction to the author and illustrator.

The Vintage Guide to Classical Music
Tag along on this New York Times bestselling “witty, entertaining romp” (The New York Times Book
Review) as Eric Winer travels the world, from Athens to Silicon Valley—and back through history,
too—to show how creative genius flourishes in specific places at specific times. In this “intellectual
odyssey, traveler’s diary, and comic novel all rolled into one” (Daniel Gilbert, author of Stumbling on
Happiness), acclaimed travel writer Weiner sets out to examine the connection between our
surroundings and our most innovative ideas. A “superb travel guide: funny, knowledgeable, and selfdeprecating” (The Washington Post), he explores the history of places like Vienna of 1900, Renaissance
Florence, ancient Athens, Song Dynasty Hangzhou, and Silicon Valley to show how certain urban
settings are conducive to ingenuity. With his trademark insightful humor, this “big-hearted humanist”
(The Wall Street Journal) walks the same paths as the geniuses who flourished in these settings to see if
the spirit of what inspired figures like Socrates, Michelangelo, and Leonardo remains. In these places,
Weiner asks, “What was in the air, and can we bottle it?” “Fun and thought provoking” (Miami Herald),
The Geography of Genius reevaluates the importance of culture in nurturing creativity and “offers a
practical map for how we can all become a bit more inventive” (Adam Grant, author of Originals).
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Greek Mythology
We know ancient Greece, the civilization that shares the same name and gave us much that defines
Western culture today. Yet, as financial crises have convulsed Greece repeatedly since 2010, worldwide
coverage has revealed just how poorly we grasp the modern nation. This book sets out to understand the
modern Greeks on their own terms. How did Greece come to be so powerfully attached to the legacy of
the ancients in the first place and then define an identity for itself that is at once Greek and modern? This
book reveals the remarkable achievement, during the last three hundred years, of building a modern
nation on the ruins of a vanished civilization--sometimes literally so. This is the story of the Greek
nation-state but also, and more fundamentally, of the collective identity that goes with it. It is not only a
history of events and high politics; it is also a history of culture, of the arts, of people, and of ideas.
Opening with the birth of the Greek nation-state, which emerged from encounters between Christian
Europe and the Ottoman Empire, Roderick Beaton carries his story into the present moment and
Greece's contentious post-recession relationship with the rest of the European Union. Through close
examination of how Greeks have understood their shared identity, Beaton reveals a centuries-old tension
over the Greek sense of self. How does Greece illuminate the difference between a geographically
bounded state and the shared history and culture that make up a nation? A magisterial look at the
development of a national identity through history, Greece: Biography of a Modern Nation is singular in
its approach. By treating modern Greece as a biographical subject, a living entity in its own right,
Beaton encourages us to take a fresh look at a people and culture long celebrated for their past, even as
they strive to build a future as part of the modern West.
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Greece
Heimdall in the Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient World series explores the fascinating drama, love
stories, and destruction in the myths surrounding the guardian of the gods. Book includes history, myths,
and a family tree. Written with a high interest level to appeal to a more mature audience and a lower
level of complexity with clear visuals to help struggling readers along. Considerate text includes tons of
fascinating information and wild facts that will hold the readers' interest, allowing for successful mastery
and comprehension. A table of contents, glossary with simplified pronunciations, and index all enhance
comprehension.

The Wasps
Amazons—fierce warrior women dwelling on the fringes of the known world—were the mythic
archenemies of the ancient Greeks. Heracles and Achilles displayed their valor in duels with Amazon
queens, and the Athenians reveled in their victory over a powerful Amazon army. In historical times,
Cyrus of Persia, Alexander the Great, and the Roman general Pompey tangled with Amazons. But just
who were these bold barbarian archers on horseback who gloried in fighting, hunting, and sexual
freedom? Were Amazons real? In this deeply researched, wide-ranging, and lavishly illustrated book,
National Book Award finalist Adrienne Mayor presents the Amazons as they have never been seen
before. This is the first comprehensive account of warrior women in myth and history across the ancient
world, from the Mediterranean Sea to the Great Wall of China. Mayor tells how amazing new
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archaeological discoveries of battle-scarred female skeletons buried with their weapons prove that
women warriors were not merely figments of the Greek imagination. Combining classical myth and art,
nomad traditions, and scientific archaeology, she reveals intimate, surprising details and original insights
about the lives and legends of the women known as Amazons. Provocatively arguing that a timeless
search for a balance between the sexes explains the allure of the Amazons, Mayor reminds us that there
were as many Amazon love stories as there were war stories. The Greeks were not the only people
enchanted by Amazons—Mayor shows that warlike women of nomadic cultures inspired exciting tales in
ancient Egypt, Persia, India, Central Asia, and China. Driven by a detective's curiosity, Mayor unearths
long-buried evidence and sifts fact from fiction to show how flesh-and-blood women of the Eurasian
steppes were mythologized as Amazons, the equals of men. The result is likely to become a classic.

The Amazons
Discusses important archeological finds from Greece's past and reveals how archaeologists use the latest
technology to discover clues to ancient Greek civilization.

Greece and Rome
From the Acropolis to Mount Olympus, The Sites of Ancient Greece offers a birds-eye view of some of
the most famous and evocative landscapes, cities and buildings in history, many of them UNESCO
World Heritage sites.
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The Sites of Ancient Greece
"Adam Nicolson writes popular books as popular books used to be, a breeze rather than a scholarly
sweat, but humanely erudite, elegantly written, passionately feltand his excitement is
contagious."—James Wood, The New Yorker Adam Nicolson sees the Iliad and the Odyssey as the
foundation myths of Greek—and our—consciousness, collapsing the passage of 4,000 years and making
the distant past of the Mediterranean world as immediate to us as the events of our own time. Why
Homer Matters is a magical journey of discovery across wide stretches of the past, sewn together by the
poems themselves and their metaphors of life and trouble. Homer's poems occupy, as Adam Nicolson
writes "a third space" in the way we relate to the past: not as memory, which lasts no more than three
generations, nor as the objective accounts of history, but as epic, invented after memory but before
history, poetry which aims "to bind the wounds that time inflicts." The Homeric poems are among the
oldest stories we have, drawing on deep roots in the Eurasian steppes beyond the Black Sea, but
emerging at a time around 2000 B.C. when the people who would become the Greeks came south and
both clashed and fused with the more sophisticated inhabitants of the Eastern Mediterranean. The
poems, which ask the eternal questions about the individual and the community, honor and service, love
and war, tell us how we became who we are.

Poseidon
A wallchart describing the Gods and Heroes of Greek mythology, set out in the style of a genealogical
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table, with concise descriptions and illustrations taken from scenes on vases. Printed in red, black and
gold; packed flat, unfolds to 48 by 35 inches.

Hades
Tools of the Ancient Greeks: A Kid’s Guide to the History and Science of Life in Ancient Greece
explores the scientific discoveries, athletic innovations, engineering marvels, and innovative ideas
created more than two thousand years ago. Through biographical sidebars, interesting facts, fascinating
anecdotes, and fifteen hands-on activities, readers will learn how Greek innovations and ideas have
shaped world history and our own world view.

Temple Run
100 Places That Can Change Your Child's Life
Greek mythology meets cute talking animals in this first adventure in a hilarious new middle grade
fiction series, starring Zeus the mighty king of the gods ruler of minions HAMSTER, and the crazy crew
of critters of the Mount Olympus Pet Center. Welcome to the Mount Olympus Pet Center, which sits
high on a hill in Athens Georgia. The owner, Artie, has a soft spot for animals that need a forever home,
and she has rescued a menagerie of creatures, each named after a powerful god or goddess. But these
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animals aren't just pets with cool names Meet Zeus, a tiny hamster with a mighty appetite for power. His
cage sits atop a high shelf so he can watch the other pets from above. But being king of the gods is a
tough job: You've got to issue orders and decrees, make sure to stay in tip-top shape by running on your
exercise wheel, and most importantly, lead your minions on epic journeys. And Zeus the Mighty has one
giant task in front of him: Find the "Golden Fleas" and solidify his position before the other gods rebel.
Get ready to laugh, cheer, and learn with this adorable and quirky cast of characters in their
unforgettable first adventure -- a reimagining of the tale of the Golden Fleece.

National Geographic Investigates Ancient Greece
Long ago, Greece was a collection of little city–states that would have been very similar to the small
countries in existence today. Athens was one of these city–states. At the height of its civilization, Athens
was considered a center for the arts, philosophy, and learning. People traveled far distances just to visit
its beautiful edifices and discuss important issues of the time with the likes of Plato, Socrates, and
Aristotle. The modern world would be a very different place if it weren’t for the influence of ancient
Athens. We can thank this ancient city and its civilization for their impact on western government,
architecture, art, literature, mathematics, and science.

Ultimate Weird But True
Introduces the Greek god Hades and explains his importance; features well-known Greek myths about
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this god; and includes a map of ancient Greece and a family tree of the principal Greek gods. Additional
features to aid comprehension include a table of contents, informative sidebars, a list of Greek characters
introduced in the text, a list of equivalent Roman gods and goddesses, sources for further research
including websites, an index, and an introduction to the author and illustrator.

Zeus
A brilliant study of Aristotle as biologist The philosophical classics of Aristotle loom large over the
history of Western thought, but the subject he most loved was biology. He wrote vast volumes about
animals. He described them, classified them, told us where and how they live and how they develop in
the womb or in the egg. He founded a science. It can even be said that he founded science itself. In The
Lagoon, acclaimed biologist Armand Marie Leroi recovers Aristotle’s science. He revisits Aristotle’s
writings and the places where he worked. He goes to the eastern Aegean island of Lesbos to see the
creatures that Aristotle saw, where he saw them. He explores Aristotle’s observations, his deep ideas,
his inspired guesses—and the things he got wildly wrong. He shows how Aristotle’s science is deeply
intertwined with his philosophical system and reveals that he was not only the first biologist, but also
one of the greatest. The Lagoon is both a travelogue and a study of the origins of science. And it shows
how a philosopher who lived almost two millennia ago still has so much to teach us today. From the
Hardcover edition.

Greek Gods, Heroes, and Mythology
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An innovative and intriguing look at the foundations of Western civilization from two leading historians;
the first volume in the Penguin History of Europe The influence of ancient Greece and Rome can be
seen in every aspect of our lives. From calendars to democracy to the very languages we speak, Western
civilization owes a debt to these classical societies. Yet the Greeks and Romans did not emerge fully
formed; their culture grew from an active engagement with a deeper past, drawing on ancient myths and
figures to shape vibrant civilizations. In The Birth of Classical Europe, the latest entry in the muchacclaimed Penguin History of Europe, historians Simon Price and Peter Thonemann present a fresh
perspective on classical culture in a book full of revelations about civilizations we thought we knew. In
this impeccably researched and immensely readable history we see the ancient world unfold before us,
with its grand cast of characters stretching from the great Greeks of myth to the world-shaping Caesars.
A landmark achievement, The Birth of Classical Europe provides insight into an epoch that is both
incredibly foreign and surprisingly familiar. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Mythology
The two hundred fragments of these stelai which have survived are the only evidence for these cult
objects, gifts to Athena, and treasures of the city, since the items themselves have long since vanished either stolen, melted down, or disintegrated. This volume presents the evidence for these ancient
treasures for the first time, and provides data with important implications for the history of Athens and
Greek religion. Chapters include a history of the treasures on the Acropolis, catalogues of each object
kept in the Opisthodomus, Proneos, Parthenon, Hekatompedos Neos, and Erechtheion, and an analysis
of the individual worshippers and allied-city states who gave gifts and offerings to their goddess,
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Athena.

The Geography of Genius
Presents facts, brief stories, and photos on topics including extreme hotels, freaky foods, and crazy art,
showing that fact can be as weird as fiction.

TOOLS OF THE ANCIENT GREEKS
The hero Momotaro, the sun goddess Amaterasu, and the Buddha are important subjects of Japanese
mythology. Japanese Gods, Heroes, and Mythology explores the gods, heroes, creatures, and stories of
Japanese mythology, in addition to examining their influence today. Aligned to Common Core
Standards and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.

Ancient Athens
Showcases one hundred different places to visit on vacation that will provide an unforgettable
experience that will enrich and change a child's life forever.

Ancient Greece
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Freya in the Gods and Goddesses of the Ancient World series explores the fascinating drama, love
stories, and destruction in the myths surrounding the goddess of love and beauty. Book includes history,
myths, and a family tree. Written with a high interest level to appeal to a more mature audience and a
lower level of complexity with clear visuals to help struggling readers along. Considerate text includes
tons of fascinating information and wild facts that will hold the readers' interest, allowing for successful
mastery and comprehension. A table of contents, glossary with simplified pronunciations, and index all
enhance comprehension.

Why Homer Matters
Japanese Gods, Heroes, and Mythology
The sky-god Zeus, the hero Heracles, and the fearsome Minotaur are well-known subjects of Greek
mythology. Greek Gods, Heroes, and Mythology explores the gods, heroes, creatures, and stories of
Greek mythology, in addition to examining their influence today. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.

The Greeks
You'll explore all aspects of Greek life: literacy, household chores, education, illness, festivals, economy
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and trade, coinage, law and order, military service, the Olympic Games, theatrical performances,
mythology, and more.

Aphrodite
Surveys the history of Western classical music, offers brief profiles of influential composers from
Vivaldi to John Cage, and discusses important compositions and periods

Freya
Have you ever watched the Olympic Games? Voted in a class election? Used an alphabet with twentysix letters? All these things came from ancient Greece. More than two thousand years ago, the ancient
Greeks invented tools and treasures that still shape our lives. Find out where the ancient Greeks lived,
what their lives were like, and what happened to them. Discover how they changed the world!

Life in Ancient Greece
"Companion to the PBS series The Greeks"--Dust jacket.
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